We're on the inside looking out for you.
When Trautman and Shreve's Special Projects Team is on the inside looking out for you, you have experts who can meet your most demanding challenges, your most exacting specifications, while completing your project on time, on budget.

For Special Projects
Call: 303.308.3787
Visit: www.trautman-shreve.com

We perform behind the scenes, providing the rapid response and specialized expertise you need to complete projects that are limited in scope but high in value for you and your business.

What can we do for you?
Trautman & Shreve is the oldest and largest mechanical services firm in the Rocky Mountain Region. For over 67 years, we have been providing our clients — many of whom we’ve worked with for years — with reliable and effective mechanical services. These include engineering, designing, installing, and servicing HVAC, plumbing, process piping, refrigeration, and building automation systems.

Add EMCOR’s financial strength and worldwide knowledge transfer network, and you have all the expertise, efficiency, and cost savings you’d expect from a single-source provider.

A PASSION FOR SAFETY AND QUALITY:
Our foundation for excellent customer care

As a leading ISO 9000/2000 certified mechanical contractor in Colorado, Trautman & Shreve is passionate about safety and quality. ISO certification is an international quality standard that emphasizes client focus and a preventive approach to operations management. It’s your assurance of measurable and repeatable quality on every project. In addition, our ZERO Accident Program (ZAP) has led to safety performance that’s 5-to-10 times better than the national average.

Your Most Reliable Partner…

…for Full-Service Mechanical Contracting

NO PROJECT TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE
For clients with projects that are limited in scope or require specialized skills and capabilities, our Special Projects Team can do the job quickly and cost effectively. And when your needs are specialized, our team delivers the high-level experience and expertise that has made us a familiar, trusted, and dependable advisor to local customers across a range of industries.

SERVICES
• Boilers
• Building automation systems
• Certified off-site class 10 high-purity piping and fabrication facilities
• Chillers
• Cogeneration power plants upgrades
• Computer room/data center systems
• DDC (Direct Digital Controls)
• Design build/design assist
• Equipment retrofit
• HVAC systems
• Plumbing systems
• Process piping systems
• Refrigeration systems
• Start-up & commissioning
• Tank farms/fuel facilities
• Tenant renovations
• Ultra high-purity piping
• Wastewater treatment systems

MARKETS
• Biotech/Pharmaceutical
  • High Purity
• Commercial
• Entertainment/Hospitality
• Healthcare/Institutional
• High Tech
• Manufacturing/Industrial
• Public/Government
  • Municipal
  • Public Assembly

TO FURTHER SERVE YOU: Service & Preventive Maintenance
When mission critical systems can’t fail
Trautman & Shreve’s Service and Preventive Maintenance division offer clients 24/7/365 mobile service and customized preventive maintenance services for mission critical systems. Providing you with peace of mind, so that you can focus on your business.

For those who seek consistent operation and long-term value, Trautman & Shreve’s preventive maintenance programs keep systems functioning at peak performance levels, eliminating expensive downtime and extending equipment life, while improving energy efficiency and lowering energy costs.